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Usually we start out by celebrating a tenth anniversary 
as a significant milestone in events such as marriage or 

founding of an organization. Then typically we celebrate the 
25, 50 and centennials. Markers are useful for reminding us 
of progress made or special blessings from the Lord. 

The Old Testament 
particularly points this out 
in the stories of Moses and 
Joshua and how they erected 
pillars of stones as a reminder 
to all who saw them of how 
God parted the waters of the 
Jordan river, etc. 

Well, here we are with MSI completing 37 years. As I 
look back I see many events and even milestones showing 
God’s blessing on our ministry. I thought it appropriate to 
share some with you, our readers and faithful supporters, on 
this odd anniversary date. 

While working as a flight instructor with the Moody 
Bible Institute missionary aviation training program the 
Lord laid on my heart the idea that there was a need for a 
continuing education program of training and proficiency for 
missionary mechanics and pilots. At that time many would be 
operating overseas for up to four years without opportunity 
for much, if any, recurrency or check-ups. I wrote to about 
30 organizations outlining my concerns and proposal. 
The responses were almost 100 percent supportive and 
enthusiastic. Thus began the journey of stepping out in faith 
to make something happen. I resigned from Moody and put 
my hand to the plow. Alongside me, three others, Ed Essick, 
a local businessman and pilot, Captain Terry Moose with 
American Airlines, and Dwight McSmith of NASA agreed to 
the need and thus became the founding board members. A 
few months later, in August of 1983, MSI became an official 
nonprofit organization with IRS tax exempt status. 

The first ministry trip was to the Philippines for Tribal 
Air Communications (which later became New Tribes 
Mission Aviation and now Ethos 360.) They became our first 
subscribing member. After performing a safety seminar for 
them in Manila and then audits for their three flight programs 
I was also able to jump on over to Irian Jaya (now Papua) for 
a visit with the JAARS and MAF folks. Franklin Graham’s 
Samaritans Purse was instrumental in getting us started by 
providing me with counsel on setting up the organization 
and also funding a portion of that first trip. 

Other mission organizations began signing up for MSI’s 
services and soon we were making fairly regular international 
trips to work with them. Our services then—and now—
consist primarily of safety seminars, safety audits (originally 
called safety surveys), being on call for accident investigations 
and providing periodic safety information through various 
publications and mishap reports. The mishap reports turned 
out to be an effective accident prevention tool as evidenced 
by one of our subscriber pilots telling me that when making 
safety related decisions regarding a flight or maintenance 
action he would think, “Hmmm. . . I wonder how this would 
look written up in an MSI report.” In the early days before 
many missions had their own training and proficiency 
programs I would be asked to fly with the pilots to fulfill the 
requirements for their mission proficiency checks or for the 
FAA Biennial Flight Review, etc. 

Operating on a low cash budget, MSI depends greatly 
on volunteers. These volunteers, which I call the lifeblood of 
the organization, are highly trained and qualified individuals 
who share our vision of mission aviation safety to the point 
they are willing to donate their time and resources. In 
fact, their donated services are typically valued at between 
$100,000 and $150,000 per year. They help with the audits 
and seminars and even their counsel when needed. They 
are airline pilots, former missionary mechanics and pilots, 
industrial safety experts, safety consultants, etc. For example, 
Mr. McSmith, one of our founding board members, was with 
NASA for about 40 years and was in charge of an extensive 
aircraft crash testing program. After one of his presentations 
showing the dynamics of a crash, one would be convinced 
beyond doubt that crashing an aircraft was definitely to be 
avoided! We have had seminar speakers such as another 
founding board member Captain Terry Moose of American 
Airlines, and Captain Dan Manningham, author and pilot 
with United Airlines. We also had John Testrake, the TWA 
pilot whose plane was hijacked in the middle east, Charlie 
Duke, astronaut who walked on the moon, and their wives. 
Joe Boxmeyer, 3M Corporation flammable liquids and static 
electricity expert, could spark interest and light up your life 
with his explosive demonstrations. [Interesting side note: 
When we traveled together someone started calling us “Pilot 
Joe” and “Pyro Joe” to distinguish between the two of us.] 

MSI—Odd Anniversary 
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We’ve had Rick Fowler, 
of Minirth Meyer Clinic, 
Tony Kern, lecturer and 
author of several books 
related to safety, Homer 
Mouden with the Flight 
Safety Foundation, and 
others too numerous to 
mention. We continue 
to add to the list as new 
contacts are made. 

To date, I and other 
MSI staff members 
have traveled to over 40 
countries from Africa and 
Asia, to South America and the Pacific area. Did you know that 
when we did a study several years ago it was determined that 
there were over 500 mission aviation pilots and mechanics, 
and aviation missions operating approximately 330 aircraft? 
We also work with missionary aviation training schools (at 
last count that’s another 345 pilots and 160 aircraft), not only 
to help them operate as safely as possible but also to help make 
sure their students are learning safety principles and practices 
right from the start of their training which will carry over into 
their careers.

One of my early-days dreams was the hope that 
something could be worked out with insurance companies 
to give our members a discount. That didn’t turn out quite 
like I envisioned, but something even better eventually came 
along. It’s called AIRMAP for Aviation Insurance and Risk 
Management Alliance Program, initiated by Jon Egeler. This 
program has been in play for several years now and in a 
nutshell provides excellent insurance coverage with possible 
premium rebate rewards in return for good behavior—read, 
didn’t tear up aircraft! Participants must be pre-approved, 
must be subscribing members of MSI, and must have a safety 
audit every three years. This keeps MSI hopping to keep up 
with the audits, since we have to average about one audit each 
month in order to stay ahead of the requirement. Again, let me 
say it. We couldn’t do it without our professional volunteers!

As I think back on how the Lord has provided for MSI 
over the years several milestones come to mind. As I said 
earlier, I gave up my position as flight instructor at Moody 
Aviation. Dirk Van Dam, Moody Aviation Director at the 
time, was very supportive of what I was trying to do so he 
allowed me to use my old office space and also “hired” me 
as Moody’s Safety Coordinator. This gave me some income 
as I began to develop support from other sources. Several 
years later the need for office help arose since I was away on 
trips often. Don Axford, who had retired from business in 
Canada had a son enrolled at Moody Aviation and heard I 
needed help. He and his wife moved to Elizabethon, TN, and 
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volunteered to help us full 
time for two years until 
his son graduated. This 
meant the office space 
at Moody was no longer 
adequate. I found there 
was office space available 
in downtown Elizabethton 
but didn’t know how we 
would pay for it. One of 
our board members came, 
looked at it, and suggested 
I offer $1,000 rent paid up 
front for a year and said if 
accepted he would pay for 

it. It was, and he did! Don Axford proved to be a very valuable 
office manager and researcher which helped tremendously in 
getting us established more on our own. 

 Another valuable resource has been, and continues 
to be, Dr. Harold Berk. Harold created, edits and produces 
our Safety Net publication. He did our first ones in black 
& white in the beginning years but has now progressed to 
the beautifully done color editions. It’s been 30 years and 
counting. Harold comes well qualified having served as a 
missionary pilot and field director with Mission Aviation 
Fellowship (MAF) in Brazil in the beginning days of that 
program. Later, he returned to the USA, got his doctorate, 
served as a college academic dean, ran his own diesel 
pump business, and owned and flew his own Piper Twin 
Comanche for many years. He was on the MSI Board at 
one time and he is now an IAC member. Harold is only in 
his early 90’s, so we look forward to many more years of his 
excellent work! To me, the Safety Net newsletter is unique 
because it is mostly about our members--who they are, 
where they serve and what they are doing.

Harold Berk
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Then there is Steve Quigg and wife Gail. Steve was a 

student of mine at Moody. I later visited them in Nigeria 
where they were operating a missionary flight program and 
performed an audit. After that they were assigned to another 
African country but got “kicked out” (not for malfeasance 
but due to political turmoil.) While they were back in the 
USA wondering what was next, I called to see if they might 
be willing to work with MSI in the interim. Turns out they 
were. Steve and Gail were put on loan to MSI by their mission 
and they both traveled extensively with and for us doing the 
seminars and audits. Sadly, after several years their mission 
wanted them back. Gladly, after about four years they are 
again back full time with MSI as of late 2019. Steve recently 
filled in for MSI President Jon Egeler, while he was on a 
short sabbatical.

Other current staff consist of Robert King who is 
full time and formerly served in Papua New Guinea in 
maintenance with JAARS, Glen Ferguson and Lyle Reffey 
who are both on loan from JAARS for part of their time, and 
Jeanette Hill—part time office secretary. Fergusons served 
in Brazil and Reffeys served in Papua New Guinea as pilot/
mechanics. So, three people full-time, two part-time and two 
on loan. That’s the lean-and-mean MSI team now.

I had only limited success with fundraising such as grant 
applications, but the Crowell Foundation gave us $25,000 in 
memory of Paul Robinson (Moody Aviation founder) who 
was a strong MSI advocate. 

We did several mailings to owners of the Cessna type 
aircraft used on the mission field and the Lord blessed us 
with several significant responses. Their financial support 
continues to today. Other support comes from membership 
fees, personalized staff support and general donations. The 
previously mentioned AIRMAP program provides funds 
toward our expenses of doing the safety audits. 

Our board members over the years have been great. 
Each has something special to contribute. As they leave, 
mostly due to 9 years continuous service requiring that they 
rotate off, others step up to the plate to serve in their own 
unique and God-given way. The same could be said for those 
on our International Advisory Council (IAC)—those who 
serve by name recognition, active involvement or promoting 
MSI within their sphere of influence. 

As the new century of the 2000’s came, and I realized 
that becoming old, decrepit and toothless was approaching 
in my life, the search started for my replacement. Chuck 
Henson, former field pilot with the mission now called 
Ethnos 360, graciously served for a couple of years. 

Then, in late 2004, I turned over the MSI control stick  to 
Jon Egeler, who came in as President/CEO and still serves. Jon 
grew up in Africa as the son of missionaries, went back there 
and served as a missionary pilot/mechanic with Africa Inland 
Mission (AIMAIR) before later taking on a staff position at 
Moody Aviation. MSI has enjoyed significant growth and 
influence under Jon’s leadership. Meanwhile I, becoming 
older, a bit decrepit, but still having all my teeth, have been 
blessed to be able to continue serving with MSI as treasurer, 
bookkeeper, and with occasional other tasks such as audits.

I trust from this that you see why I decided that the 37th 
year—this odd anniversary—needed to be acknowledged 
and celebrated. Too many milestones to ignore—many more 
than I am unable to list in this short article. Should the Lord 
tarry, it will be interesting to see what the next 37 years 
brings! To God be the glory.
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it was the system, or lack thereof. Aviators would go overseas 
for a four year assignment and operate without oversight 
from others. This allowed them to lose certain skills due to 
lack of use or discipline. Later, missions established programs 
for periodic recurrency, proficiency checks and training 
during their term on the field. Early airstrips were carved 
out of jungles and mountainsides to accommodate the small 
aircraft of that time such as Piper Pacers and Super Cubs, 
Family Cruisers, Cessna 180s, etc. seating two to four people. 

Today most missionary aircraft are much larger and some can 
seat eight to twenty. Failure to upgrade airstrips accordingly 
would sometimes lead to accidents. Piloting skills today for flying 
a turbine Caravan, Kodiak, King Air, or helicopter are much 
more demanding. The same goes for maintenance skills of the 
mechanic. Early pilots seldom had an instrument flying rating or 
flight instructor certificate. Today the majority have both.

Having outlived my allotted “three-score and ten” I have 
participated in and observed quite a lot in the field of 

missionary aviation. Most of it good, even very good, but 
also some aspects that would scare the fleas off of a mangy 
dog. These reflections have their beginnings in the early to 
mid-1960s and continue to the present.

But first, starting right after World War II, when 
missionary aviation began to really take off, so to speak, there 
were some major potholes in the runway. Some felt that the 
way to go was for a missionary to come back from the field, 
get his private license and an airplane to take back to the field. 
Unfortunately, due to his lack of experience, this sometimes 
resulted in tragedy due to an accident. Fortunately, some, like 
Paul Robinson who founded Moody Aviation, realized that 
what was really needed was a highly trained pilot/mechanic 
who could dedicate his efforts to operating the aircraft 
professionally full time while serving multiple missionaries 
in a given area. This had the advantage of allowing the 
missionary to dedicate his time and effort to what he was 
trained to do, that of being a missionary. Having said that, 
I know some who have successfully combined aviation with 
their other missionary activities.

Those early days had hits and misses. Hits like the pilots 
coming from a farming background. This often fostered 
dedication to the task, creativity, ingenuity, and problem 
solving. Hits like those who recognized lines of authority, 
following the rules, good ethics, and were relationship 
builders. Misses sometimes reared their ugly heads by those 
whom we might charitably call “cowboys.” Their mindset was 
that they were out there to “serve the Lord” and whatever it 
took to get the job done (as they perceived it) was fair game. 
This is the mindset that causes one to fly with overloaded 
aircraft, fly below prescribed weather minimums, or with 
inadequately maintained aircraft. 

Since all of missionary aviation was new there was 
a learning curve. The mission organization was usually 
relatively small and thus, via personal interactions and 
correspondence, the pilot or mechanic had the minds of 
their leaders fairly well and they operated in harmony. These 
personnel were new and inexperienced, but so was the 
program which allowed them to grow together. Today, the 
programs are highly developed, operating at a high level and 
thus require new personnel to gradually work themselves up 
to that level through orientation training and good, gradual 
field checkouts. This brought about the need for Operations 
Manuals, Standards and Controls. I wonder, too, if the young 
applicants of today require more structure due to the fact 
their whole life experience has been in a structured school 
environment as opposed to the maturing process such as 
growing up on a farm or coming out of the military.

Perhaps I am sounding like I am being very harsh on 
the people out on the front lines. I don’t want to. Sometimes 

Missionary Aviation Evolution
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Along with the “uprade” in equipment and pilot 
credentialing came a necessary expansion of the services 
of missionary aviation. The original concept of assisting 
in reaching the lost for Christ has expanded to include 
hmanitarian assistence. This in turn required ever-increasting 
organizational leadership competence. In many cases, this 
resulted in operatons and organizatons that looked more and 
more like air taxi or non-scheduled flight operations.

MSI came on the scene 37 years ago and has contributed 
greatly in safe operations, primarily through providing safety 
information, seminars and safety audits to mission aviation 
organizations, both organizationally small as well as large.

Yet, believe it or not, there was competition between 
organizations. Some took a dim view of others or felt 
themselves to be superior. This resulted in lack of cooperation. 
As an example, I am aware of one mission that moved to a 
location where another aviation organization already had 

an established program and set up their own hangar and 
flight operation next door on the same airport! All because 
they wanted to serve their own missionaries with their own 
aircraft. This problem has largely been eliminated over 
the years and a lot of the credit belongs to an organization 
called the International Association of Missionary Aviation 
(IAMA). That effort wasn’t an organization at first, but began 
simply by several key missionary aviation leaders recognizing 
the need for cooperation and getting together periodically 
for fellowship and discussions. One of the first meetings 
that I remember being aware of was held at the Missionary 
Aviation Fellowship headquarters in Fullerton CA in the late 
1960s. A couple of the organizations being represented that I 
remember in addition to MAF were the School of Missionary 
Aviation (SOMA), San Diego CA, and the Jungle Aviation 
and Radio Service (JAARS), Waxhaw NC. Today, IAMA has 
grown to be an official organization with many members 
and worldwide influence. Typically, IAMA sponsors an 
annual conference which is hosted by one of their member 
organizations on a rotating basis at their headquarters 
location. The result has been significant cooperation, respect, 
and sharing of resources between organizations. 

This welcome change has been (mostly) fun to watch 
as the mission aviation community has transitioned 
toward cooperation with each other and from reactive 
safety to proactive safety. Let’s keep it going. Busted 
airplanes and broken bodies are something we would like 
to do without in our efforts to make Christ and His love 
known to the world. 

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892    FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org     www.msisafety.org

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed. 
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate. 
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such 
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However, 
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized. 

International Association of Missionary Aviation 
2005 Conference at JAARS
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